ASARA LOVEJOY - SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR INTERVIEW
Meet Asara Lovejoy – In interviews please promote www.commandingwealth.com
and www.theonecommnadlife.com as places to play and discover more.

About Asara Lovejoy and The One Command

Asara Lovejoy, author of The One Command is a recognized authority on what is
possible in our human potential, an entrepreneur, and an educator in human
consciousness. She shares the inspiring story of The One Command and how it
changes lives. Asara says, “I discovered this simple truth - that you have been
designed with greatness for your success right within your DNA and the path to
that greatness is in the home of your subconscious – your theta mind.” She
discovered that through 6-Easy Steps to theta, and by One Command®, you can
stop your negative thoughts instantly, and allow your success blueprint to naturally
rise to the surface. Through this process the next natural step for your life simply
arrives to bring your success into action easily, with great satisfaction.
Over 300,000 happy folks have discovered The One Command! It’s Your Turn
NOW!
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Think in new directions with improved results
Engage Your Greatness that is in your biology and neurology
See Mastery in you and others
Go from Success to Success rather than stop and start
Eliminate fear and failure
Increase income, productivity and results
Identify the six-steps to the theta state
Operate in theta and that greater capacity within you
Tap into the fact that you are the creator, observer and
experiencer
Instantly stop your negative thoughts
Activate your DNA for wealth, success, harmony and
happiness
Remove the beliefs that keep you in strife, and struggle
Create and realize all your dreams, daily

Over the next 60 minutes you’ll discover………

In her warm, and engaging presentations Asara asks the audience to look at new
possibilities in their intelligence and self-empowerment. Combining the science of
the quantum field and the newest epigenetics with her 6-steps to theta and The
One Command, Asara proposes that you indeed have the power to change your
reality and your life in moments - rather than years. She shares her own journey
from loss and struggle to living a rich joyous life and challenges the audience to
discover their own ability. She shares a completely new idea that your audience

has never heard before and demonstrates that you have an open invitation to write
new success stories in moments as you engage in your extraordinary intelligence –
your theta mind.
1. You mention a greatness that resides right within each of us – can you
explain more?
2. What was the pivotal moment that brought you to writing The One
Command?
3. Why do you think the message of The One Command has been so well
received?
4. I notice you combine science, quantum physics, the biology of change and
The One Command together in your book. What brought you to that
integration?
5. In your book, you describe the difference between the beta mind as
ordinary consciousness and theta mind as extraordinary consciousness –
please explain what that means.
6. Why did you focus The One Command process with wealth and money in
your book?
7. What is the key message in the book?
8. What are some of the new ideas of people’s potential and practical
strategies that people will get from reading this book?
9. How would a person’s life be changed?
10. How easy is it for readers of the book to apply these strategies on their
own? What tips do you have for making them more effective?
Training and Coaching
1. Tell us about The One Command Global Community such as The One
Command Circles – holding events in your home, church or business.
2. I know that you have both One Command online and live trainings and
certifications – tell us more.
3. People can receive a radio gift at www.radiofgift.asara.com
Closing Words
4. What is the single most important message you wish to leave us with
today?
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